
“So much is financial journalism at the moment” 
 
In the center of financial journalism in Europe, the City of London, 
things have changed dramatically: Stories are being driven at digital 
speed. Markets are getting more complex. Three journalists of leading 
British newspapers - The Financial Times, The Independent and the 
Daily Mail – explain why the media couldn’t see what was coming. 
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Megan Murphy is a very busy person these days. Sitting in her office at 
the Financial Times (FT) with a view over the City of London and 
drinking her Starbucks smoothie, the 37-year old qualified lawyer 
seems to be calm at first sight. However, when she starts talking about 
how the financial crisis changed her job in the past three years, Murphy 
gets excited. 
 

“People on the streets start 
talking to me about the economy 
– people who wouldn’t have 
cared a few years ago.” But also 
Bankers ring her up every day, 
complaining about her stories and 
that “she got it all wrong”. “So 
much is financial journalism at 
the moment.  

Megan Murphy reports about banks at the 
Financial Times since 2007.  
 
Thanks to the crisis, finance and banking have become unquestionably 
political topics to an extent they never have been before.”  
 
The 37-year old lawyer knows what she is talking about: Since the late 
90s, the native-born US-American has been covering the financial 
sector – first for Bloomberg and since 2007 for the Financial Times in 
London.  
 



Murphy has worked for media, which are both specialized in 
international business and finance, and which have both become more 
and more subject of criticism in the past years: According to a study of 
the German Otto-Brenner Institute in 2010, there has been a lack of 
quality in mainstream media concerning business and financial 
journalism. Especially daily newspapers had failed to address the 
general impact of new financial products on the economy and had 
focused instead on the perspective of investors, the study claims. 
Therefore, systemic problems which affected the society as a whole 
were neglected by mainstream media in the past two decades.  
 
Murphy is familiar with the discussion about financial journalism and 
its role in the crisis. “There are readers complaining why we at the FT – 
who are supposed to have the greatest insight into the financial sector – 
didn’t see what was coming. But let’s not kid ourselves: Nobody saw 
what was coming.”  
 
According to Murphy, the media is not to blame for overseeing the 
economic developments. Rather, the environment journalists had to 
work in made it harder to investigate and go into debth: “People got 
mulled into the idea that banking is a pretty basic thing. In theory, it 
seems unsophisticated, but in practice, banking turns out to be very 
complicated.”  
 
In an effort to simplify the complex banking system for readers, but 
also trying to cover stories which are being driven at digital speed, 
there was not so much going into detail in financial journalism, Murphy 
says.  
 
“Journalists failed to scrutinize”  
While at the FT, journalists like Murphy claim that “even the best 
financial analysts couldn’t predict what was coming”, Sean O’Grady at 
The Independent has a different opinion about the journalists role in the 
financial crisis. “If one of the main tasks journalists have to do – partly 
to scrutinize, partly to see what is going wrong, partly to warn – they 
clearly failed in that point”, he says.   
 



In contrast to the FT, the British national daily newspaper doesn’t focus 
exclusively on the economy. However, things have changed here too, 
says O’Grady, head of the economic desk at The Independent. In the 
first years of the 21st century, which he calls the “nice decade” with 
low inflation, banking crises were seen as a thing of the past – by 
journalists and the general public. “Which meant: Good news for the 
people, but it was quite dull to cover as a journalist”, says O’Grady. 
Now, there are lots of stories to cover: “Instead of being in the business 
pages and sort of living in a ghetto there, they got on the front page.”  
 
Although at The Independent, people have “no time for theoretical 
discussions”, O’Grady has a strong opinion about the journalists role in 
the financial crisis:  

 
 
Blaming the cuts in jobs 
and the time pressure 
journalists face nowadays 
are in his opinion only 
excuses and not the reason 
why the media didn’t 
foresee what was coming.  
 
 

Things have changed at the Independent  
since the crisis broke out, says Sean O’Grady. 
 
“There is a kind of herd instinct in which journalists fell into. Together 
with policy makers and regulators, journalists fell into the notion that 
everything was fine”, says O’Grady who critically considers himself as 
being part of “the herd”.  
 
Simple stories rule at the Daily Mail 
Only a stone’s throw away from O’Grady’s office works a journalist 
who thinks that most the British media weren’t able to translate for the 
general public what “was going wrong” before the crisis. David M. 
doesn’t want to have his real name published. For the past four years, 



he has been working in the “City Section” at the UK’s second biggest-
selling daily newspaper after The Sun: The Daily Mail. There, he has 
been covering developments in the stock exchange and banking sector 
in London. The tabloid is known for its conservative and aggressive 
stance against bankers and banks receiving tax payer’s money.  
According to M., there were clear warning signs and certain large 
transactions triggered criticism by the media before the crisis broke out. 
However, the readers and policy makers didn’t pay attention: “The 
businesses went ahead with it anyway.”  
 
A lack of distance  
Furthermore, M. sees particularly a lack of distance by special interest 
newspapers like the Financial Times: “I don’t think they are captured 
by the financial industry. However, sometimes you read a story and 
think: Wow, they obviously got told something, because it reflects very 
well on the bank. Some stuff is written in a very uncritical way.”  
 
An allegation, which Murphy at the FT refuses to accept: “We 
definitely don’t have a cozy relationship with the banks here. We are 
not their cheerleaders. We are here to write fair and good stories.” 
Getting calls from bankers every day, criticizing her work and accusing 
her of “doing it wrong” is very frustrating, she says.  
 
And there is another issue where Murphy’s and David M.’s opinion 
differs: At the Financial Times, education and special training are seen 
as fundamentals for quality journalism today. In contrast, “picking it 
up” and “learning by doing” are general approaches at the Daily Mail, 
David M. says. “You don’t need special training for financial 
journalism. On the contrary, I think sometimes it can also blind you to 
see things – what it means more broadly and what it means to the 
people you write for.”  
 
In his opinion, the causes of the financial crisis were the increasingly 
complicated financial products banks traded. “Now there is a drive to 
simplify things and I think this is good. Journalism should be simple 
and understandable. If there are things you and I don’t understand, they 
are probably dangerous.”  



 
However, can “simple stories” capture the complexity of the financial 
sector? “Daily Mail readers don’t want us to go into technical details 
anyway”, says David M.  
 
Lessons from the crisis 
While the Daily Mail reporter feels that the financial crisis hasn’t 

changed his work as journalist at all, 
Sean O’Grady at The Independent 
thinks that the crisis caused a shift 
towards professionalism in financial 
journalism:  
 
“I hope that at least the journalists who 
grew up in the crisis will learn and be 
more economic literate to report about 
economy.”  
At the Financial Times, there is similar 
hope: “The natural amount of 
skepticism in journalism has heightened 
after the crisis. Now, a lack of 
transparency or honesty will cause more 
criticism than before.” 

The center of financial business:  
The “Gherkin” in the City of London.  
 
Still, Murphy thinks that financial journalism came even more under 
pressure in recent years: “It is a tricky business, because people expect 
from us journalists – more than ever - to spot what the next problem 
could be. However, like most things in life, it is impossible to know 
things ahead of time. We are humans, after all.”  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Background: Criticism on reporting about the economy  
 
In its current form, financial journalism was born in the 1980s when 
Margaret Thatcher served as conservative Prime Minister in the United 
Kingdom. Reporting about business and as finance boomed, since 
Thatcher put a focus on economy and financial deregulation: 
Specialized media like the Financial Times expanded internationally 
and the Wall Street Journal founded their office in Brussels in 1983. 
Back then, “plenty of financial journalism tapped into aspirations how 
the readers, too, could become wealthy, while older reporting beats 
such as industrial correspondent declined in importance along with the 
trade unions”, Ruth Sunderland from the Guardian writes in her 
business blog.  
 
Financial journalism during the dotcom boom at the beginning of the 
21st century was criticized: Reporters and editors focused on big deals, 
preferably involving big personalities while other parts of the financial 
universe were under-reported.  
Now, says Steve Schifferes from the City University London in his 
lecture “The Future of Financial Journalism in the Age of Austerity”, 
“the inability to foresee the crisis of 2007/08 and the lack of adequate 
mechanisms to deal with its aftermath, has produced a cynicism about 
the moral fecklessness and incompetence of the key actors in the 
drama. From bankers to regulators to governments and indeed, to 
journalists.“	  


